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Intro: with this short document we’ll show your first step at the arrival in the city of
Alghero and in our accommodation , this could help you to have the best vacation.
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At the arrival in the airport you
will find a person waiting on
the main international arrival. Porto di alghero con vista del centro storico / Harbor of Alghero
Thanks’ to details given on the
online booking form we’ll recognize you and your
group, usually we advise to wait on the right side in
the arrival. Sometime could happen there is no anybody jet waiting, this could mean some small late due
many times for traffic. Anyway do not you worry and
just wait on the right side out of the baggage area on
main arrivals.

Entering in the city

If is your fist time in the city , at your arrival,
you’ll have a small tour where we’ll show you the
main service around the accommodation and will
help you to understand better the area where you
are located.
Getting a look on the map next on the right you
can understand how the city can be subdivided in
two big areas : the beaches area at north, (green in
the figure). The hold town area on south, (red in
the figure). The green points give the position of
the accommodations all located on the beaches
area of the city.

Airport of
Alghero
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Entering in the property.
Entering in the property ,

rules.

You’ll find in the bedrooms linen and tow- When you’ll see the accommodation, we’ll
els, if you requested other service, them will also receive the remainder as agreed on the
be all available.
booking form.
Vecchio centro storico della città di
Alghero /historic
centre of the city

Lease, you also will receive a easy holiday Sometime we could also evaluate necessary
lease where you’ll have all vacation details, an additional deposit to give back at the end
period, number of people, behaviour during of your holiday in the city.
staying, in the respect of condominium

Do separate collection
of rubbish it is very
important

Accommodation, during
staying
During staying anyway is very
important to keep in a good
condition the apartment.
Is possible to do separate collection of rubbish, in the figure
above you can find all details to
do it. About collection of plastic
and paper is possible to leave it
out of the accommodation the
nigh before the day of collection.
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Sea sand, during
staying

Bus lines and tickets

Before your departure

One the most problems during
staying is sea sand not only
for the accommodation but
also like environment impact,
if considering the high amount
take off from beaches any
year. Considering this we
would advise all our guest to
clean up it directly on the
beaches, if this would be not
possible, please when in the
apartment clean it on the out
space (terrace, veranda) available. But make sure to leave

The city has different urban lines:
Line AP, AO, AF, AC,
ticket price is 0,90 euro, you can
buy tickets on all authorized shops
like: newsagent, tobacconist present in many points in the city.
AA line is the Alghero-Airport line,
on this case the price is 1 euro and
you can have the directly service to
the airport.
About Extra urban lines the main
company is ARST, is possible to
find details about directly on them
webite

Unless otherwise agreed, sometime could be possible we can’t come in the accommodation to
pick up you or say good bye.
About keys, you can leave it directly on the
kitchen table of the apartments. Anyway we have
a copy to go inside.
cleaning: as you know our politic is to do not ask
any additional cost to clean up service, any way
for us is very important our guest help us keeping clean the apartments, would be nice from you
to try keep the accommodation about as it was
found at the arrival, o this will help our job later.
Anyway for anything, doubt you can contact us
at any time
Thanks' to choose us D&M Holidays.

